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NOTE BY THE CHAIRMAN

Appended to this note members of the Committee will find a

preliminary draft of a possible report by Committee IV. This has

been prepared by Mr. Doutech whom I ventured to dominate

Rapporteur. I took this step because of the necessity of pressig

on wit h the preparation of a report from the full Committee in advance

of our next meeting which comes very closely before the date set for

the final plenary session. I hope that the Comittee will approve

my action in so nominating Mr.Deutsch.

This preliminary draft report is naturally only prepared for

the assistance of the Committee and is subject to amendment not

only in substance but also in the light of any of the proceedings of

Committee IV when it meets to consider the report of the drafting

Sub-Committee.

J.R.C . HELMORE
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DRAFT REPORT OF COMMITTEE IV

OUTLINE OF WORK OF THE COMMITTEE

1. Committee IV was appointed to consider general policy regarding

intergovernmental commodity arrangements in relation to the objectives

of an International Trade Organization. The Committee has held4 eight

meetings.

2. Seven meetings of the Committee were devoted to a general

discussion of the special difficulties in primary commodities, the

role cf inter-governmental commodity arrangements in the solution of

these difficulties, the principles that should govern such arrangements,

and the relationship between the various international agencies inthe

field of commodity policy.

3. After a preliminary survey of the subject the Committee took as

the basis of its discussion Charter VI of the United States "Suggested

Draft of a Chater for an International Trade Organization of the

United Nations' During the course of its deliberations the Committee

was provided with information on existing inter-governmental commodity

arrangements and the FAO ``Proposals for a World Food Board". The

Comrmittee had the benefit also of a general statements on the work of

theFood and Agriculture Organization from the latter's observer.

4. .At the fifth meeting a sub-committee consisting of the Chairman,

the Vice-chairman and delegates from Australia, Canada, Cuba, France,

Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the United States was appointed to

prepare, for the consideration of the Committee, a detailed draft of

the objectives and principles governing internatiornal commodity

arrangements. The sub-committee had before it Charter VI of the

United States SuggestedCharter, and papers submitted by a number

of delegations, which were considered in conjunction with the views

expressed in the Committee.
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5. The sub-committee held nine -meetings. It worked out an

apropriate arrangement of the commodity policy provisions and prepared

draft articles covering each item on the Committee's agenda. The

subcommittee was able to reach a substantial measure of agreement.

The points on which agreement was not reached were set out in the

sub-committee's report by alternative texts or by stated reservations.

6. The sub-committee's report was taken as the basis for the

Preparation of the dtaft report of the main Committee which was

considered at its eighth meeting. At this final meeting the Committee

(made amendments and) adopted its final report, which is now presented

for the consideration of the Preparator Committee.
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1. The Committeerecognizedthat the conditions of production

and consumption of certain primary commodities are such that

international trade in these commodities is subject to special

difficulties not generally associated with manufactured goods.

Thesedoffcultiesarise fronm ineIasticities of supply and

demand,often involving the accumulation of surpluses, which

cause seriou, hardship particularly tosmall producers.

Experience has show that such difficulties have been greatly

accentuated by booms and slumps. To the extent therefore, that

a policy cf high and stable employments is successful on an

international scale the fluctuations in primary production and

consumption are likely to be reduced, and the special difficulties
of primary commodities correspondingly eased. Nerverheless, the

root causes of these difficuIties in particular cases wiIl remain,

and it is necessary,in the interests of producers and consumes

alike, to Provide methods for dealing with the in a manner

consistent with the maintenance of a high level of world trade.

2. It was agreed that, in the absence of provisions for broad

international action, countries might be driver, as in the past

to resort to action restrictive of worldtrade and production.

The Cmmittee therefore recognized the need, in certaincurcumstamces,

for inter-governmental commodity arrangements and for agreement
on the general principles to govern their use.
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3.. At this stage the Committee considered the scope of the

provisions that should be included in an International Tradd Charter

regarding special commodity problems. It was agreed that, subject

to certain strictly Iimited exceptions, these provisions should

apply solely to primaxy comnodities. It was considered that a

statement coveringinter-govermental commodity arrangements

snould include the objectives of such arrangements, the procedure

for initiating and establishing them, and the broad principals

which should arpply to them.. This statement should also cover the

special circumstances in drhich agreements might be used. for

regulating production, trade or prices, and the special principles
that should apply to the operation and administration of such

regultory agreents.

4.There was general agreement that the objective of inter-

governmental commodity arrangements should be to alleviate the

diffculties which arise when adjustments in production or

consumption cannot be effected, as rapidly as thecircumstances
require, by the free play cf market forces alone. Such arrangements

should and to facilitate economic adjustments designed to promote the

expansion oil consumption or a shift of resources and manpower out

of overexpanded industries into newand productive occupations.

Some delegations doubted whether these general objectives were

adequate to al1 needs, and suggested specific additional objectives

covering the moderation ofpronounced flustuations in prices:

provision for increase production to meet serious shortages; and

the establishment of a '`reasonable `` just" price.
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5. The Committee agreed that inter-governmental commodity

arrangements should not be made until there has been full study and

discussion of the problems relating to the commodity in question.

It was therefore agreed that, where an appropriate organization

or adequate information does not already exist, a Study Group

should be formed to examine commodiities which are experiencing,

cr are expected to experience, special difficulties. If a Study

Group concludes that an inter-governmental camodity arrangent

is necessary, it shoulId be followed by a Commodity Conference

to discuss the appropriate measures to meet the special

difficufltice.

6. The general procedure envisaged, by the Committee was that

the first step in the development of a commodity arrangement

would be the calling of a Study Group the second, the convening

of an International Commodity Conference, and finally the formation

of a governing body to administer the arrangement agreed upon.

The Study Group from the outset should. consist of countries

substantially interested in the production, consumption or trade

of the commodity concerned. After this stage there would be

increasing participation by interested countries. Finally,

when the commodity arrangement has been agreed upon, it should,

be open imitially to participating by any member. It should

also be open to such non-members as may be invited by the

Organization, since if the arrangement is to be both comprehensive

and effective, it must, of necessity, include substantially

interestednon-member countries.
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7. The Committee discussed the question of the relationships between

the Organization and specialized agencies interested in particular

commodities. It was agreed that the competent specialized agencies,

such as the Food and Agriculture Organization, should be entitled to

submit commodity studies to the Organization or ask that a study of a

primary commodity be made. They should also be able, at the request

of the Organization to attend or take part in the work of a Study Group

or a Commodity Conference. The Committee further agreed that when a

commodity arrangement is eventually agreed upon, any competent

specialized agency may be invited by the Organization to nominate a non-

voting member to the governing body.

8. There was agreement on certain general principles which should

apply to all inter-govermental commodity arrangements in order that

they may conform with the purposes of the Organization. In particular,

it was agreed that there should be adequate representation of in importing

and consuming countries as well as of exporting and producing countries.

In regard to voting on substantive matters, the Committee was not

able to reach agreement on whether the voice of importers and exporters

should be exactly equal. The clause as drafted represents the

majority view. The Committee stressed that commodity arrangements

should provide, where practicable, for measures design to expand

world consumption. This is particularly desirable when the need

for a commodity arrangement arises from the existence of a burdensome

surplus, or where increased consumption would result in an improvement

general well-being, as, for example, in higher standards of nutrction
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Finally it was agreed that all inter-governmental commodity arrangements,

proposed or concluded, should be given full publicity, so that all

interested parties may be fully informed of the measures taken and

of the progress achieved in the correction of the underlying

difficulties.

9. Adistinction was drawn between those inter-governmental

commodity arrangements which involve the regulation of trade,

production or prices, and those which do not. The former are

referred to as regulatory agreements.A suggestion was made that

the phrase "or prices" should be deleted from this definition of

regulatory agreements. The object of this proposed deletion was

to allow schemes, which have as their objectives the stabilization

ofprices without the regulation of production and trade, to be

adopted in circumstances other than those laid down for regulatory

agreements.
10. It was felt that regulatory agreements should be used onlny in

certain defined circumstances arising out of difficulties which

would not be corrected by normal market forces alone, when a

burdensome surplus exists or is expected to develop, causing

hardship particularly to small producers; or where special

difficulties have given rise, or are expected to give rise, to

widespread unemployment. Inthis connction it is desired that

"unemployment" be taken in a wide sense to include "under-

employment". It was agreed that in exceptional circumstances

regulatory agreements might also be applied to manufactured goods.

The Committee intended that one effect of this provision should be

to permit the inclusion of appropriate synthetic produce to

within the scope of particular commodity agreements. Certain

delegations were of the opinion that the statement of defined

circumstances in which regulatory agreements could be

used did not meet all requirements.
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The question was raised whether there should not in addition

be provision for the possibility of concluding a regulatory

agreement when an existing or anticipated shortage gave rise

to high prices, which in their turn, might lead to excessive

production. It was generally agreed that, under the defined

circumstances, an agreement could be made in respect of a

commodity suffering from a shortage if the history of that

commodity showed that a burdensome surplus could be "expected to

develop" at some future date. It was also suggested that the

statement definingthe circumstances in which regulatory agreements

may be used, should mention the injury incurred by consumers

during a period of shortage, in order that suitable recognition

may be giventothe interest of consumers as well as producers.

On the other hand it was considered that consumers' interests

were already sufficiently taken into account. It was agreed that

arrangements relating exclusively to the distribution of commodities

in short supply should be exempted from the provisions governing

commodity arrangements, and therefore could be concluded outside

their framework.

11. The Committee agreedthat inaddition to the general

principles applicable to all inter-governmentaI commodity arrangements

regulatory agreements should be subject to certain additional

principles. These concern such matters as procedure, relations

between countries participating in agreements and countries not

participating, the assurancce of adequate supplies to meet world

demand at reasonable prices, and the provision of increasing

opportunities to meet world needs from the most effective sources

of supply. In this connection, the Committeew ished to ensure that

restrictive measures are used onlywhen essential toprevent or remedy

serious dislocation or hardship, that they do not lead to exorbitant

prices, and that they do notafford permanent shelter to the less

effective sources of supply.
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12. Every regulatory agreement should provide for a governing body

(Commodity Council). Each participating country should be entitled

to be represented and to vote. Voting power may be distributed

among countries according to the extent of their individual interests.

Each Commodity Council should work within the framework of the

International Trade Organization, which mayappoint voting members,

and, if so requested, a non-voting chairman. The rules and regula-

tions of the Councils should be subject to the approval of the

Organization.

13. It was agreed that regulatory agreements should not be regarded

as permanent. They should be effective for not more than five years

and should contain provisions for periodic review. Where the opera-

tion of an agreement has failed to conform to the agreed principles

it should be revised accordingly. If this not possible it should

be terminated.

12. It was agreed that there should be provision for the settlement

of disputes. Procedure was agreed regarding the settlement of dis-

putes involving the interpretation of a regulatory agreement. In

regard to matters not involving interpretation, it was agreed that

regulatory agreements should contain provision for arbitration, but

there wasa difference of opinion on whether or not final arbitrationshould rest with Organisation.
15. In order tobringexistingagreementsasfaraspossible into

line with the general principles, the Committee agreed thatmembers

shouldinform the Organization about theirparticipation in commodity

arrangemenstsexisting at the timetheCharter comes into force,andthat

theyshould acceptthe decision of the Organization on whether their con-tinued participationisconsistentwiththeirobligationsunderthe Charter. con- ti; ar ci _G.s er-h ha or
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A similar principle should apply to commodity arrangements which

are in process of negotiation at the time the Charter comes into

force. One delegation proposed that anyMember should be free to

withdraw from the Organzation if it considers it impossible to be

guided by the decision adopted by the Organization in these matters

and if, onappeal, the Organization does not modify the decision in

question.

16.It was agreed that all members of the Organization, whether

party to a particular agreement or not, should undertake to give the

most favourable possible consideration to any recommendation by a

Commodity Council for expanding the consumption of the primary

commodity concerned.

17.Agreement was reached or, certain categories of inter-governmental

commodity arrangements which would not be subject to the provisions

agreed for general application. In particular, this applies to

inter-govermental commodity arrangements previously mentioned which

relate solety to the equitable distribution of commodities in short

supply. This would not,Ofcourse, preclude other inter-governmental

arrangements from dealing with shortages as part of their operations.

18. The Committee discussed the general question of escape clauses.

It was agreed thatwhere there vvas unreasonable delay in the

calling or proceedings of a Study Group or Commodity Conference,

members may proceed by direct negotiations to the conclusion of an

agreement provided that it otherwise conforms to the agreed principles.

One delegation wished to go further and felt that there should be

specific provision for vitally interested members to proceed where

the Conference fails to make a recommendation, in favour of an agreement.
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Pge12.

1t5~T Co~iteealso discussed and came ato asuabstantiAl

agreement upaon the wchy in whithe funvarious ctions outlined in

the previous paragraphs should be allocated to the various organs

of the proposed InternationaOl Trade rganization, but did not prepare

a text covering these matters since it was felt that they should be

considered together with other organizational aspects of the

InternationaOl Trade rganizatiohon as a wle.

We append a tnext draw up in the light ommf the' Coittees

deonliberatis together with some nointes drawg attention

to alternative snuggestios or suggestions for additional

p[ssages to be added aftemmr the Coittete]has me.


